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Furniture mod 1. 16. 3 minecraft

Installing Minecraft mods opens your game into a world of endless possibilities. But how do you install Minecraft mods? What is even Minecraft Forge? This guide will answer all these questions and more, so you can run the best Minecraft mods in no time. Before we jump into the action, it's worth thinking about the different types of mods
that exist. Want a new skin pack to freshen things up? Do you have a super PC? Why not take some killer lighting and realistic water mods? Bored with pigs oinking on the ground? With mods, you could make them fly! Why you would want to do it, we have no idea, but hey, more options are always a good thing. Want to make your copy
of Minecraft even bigger? Then read on for our simple steps on how to install Minecraft mods.  (Photo credit: Mojang) 1. How to download Minecraft ForgeThis is the most important part of installing Minecraft mods. Mods won't work in the normal Minecraft, so we need a special version that's designed for modding. Go to the Minecraft
Forge website and download the version of Forge that is compatible with your chosen mods. If the mod you have is for version 1.15.2, then download Forge version 1.15.2. If you're on Chrome, it might say Forge is a virus. But you're welcome to ignore that. Just click on the Java file when it is downloaded and install it. 2. Using different
Forge versionsIf, say, your chosen mod is for version 1.12, you must manually add it to Minecraft after downloading and installing it. To do this, open the Minecraft launcher and click on installs. The next click on new and there should be a drop down box, which once clicked, showing not only all the previous different iterations of Minecraft,
but also your Forge versions you've downloaded. Click on forge you want and save it, then the launch er will download the corresponding version. Then it's just a matter of going back to the main screen with the play on, and on the left is another dropdown box where you can choose the Forge version you want to play. 3. Find your
Minecraft mods folderUpload Minecraft as you normally would. When you hit the main title screen, the one where you create a new world or play with options, there should be an option labeled 'mods'. Click on it. Next, look for where it says 'open mods folder'. You can access this through Windows Explorer, but our way is much, much
easier. 4. Install Minecraft modsClose Minecraft while leaving your mod's folder open. Now you will want to venture out onto the internet and download the mods or mods you are looking for. We'll get into the safety of it in a second, but for now, just take what you need and what you think is safe. Download mods for your selected versions
of Minecraft and once they are downloaded, move the files in the mods folder. That's it! Now you are free to up your Minecraft Forge version, click on mods and check if they are active. Wasn't that nice and quiet? OK, this is not a step as much as it is a general warning. Be very, very careful who you get your Minecraft mods from.
Although there are several trusted sites out there, all it takes is a bad egg to upload a mod with any kind of virus attached. The best way to check if something is safe is by reading the comments or checking out videos on YouTube uploaded from someone who isn't the mod creator. It's also worth checking to see how well-known the
creator is. Do they have lots of followers to be gratuitating for them? Would a virus ruin their Minecraft career? Always think before you hit the download. No courage is worth wreaking havoc on your CPU because some clown wants to break Bitcoin. Today's best Minecraft dealsThe history of Minecraft – the best selling PC game ever
Click to showIt's something about the big-box, flat-pack furniture phenomenon called IKEA that attracts DIY type, and it's not 99-cent breakfasts. Cheap furniture divided into easy-to-replace parts allows you to roll your own solutions to almost everything that's missing around your home, from bike space to a cheap desk to cord clutter and
way, far beyond. With a nod to the IKEA Hacker blog, from which we have drawn many great links, we have collected 10 of our favorite ways to do something different with IKEA kits and parts. Ditch the user manual and read on for some great weekend projects. 10. Make an Allen key drill bit. Put together a desk with four legs by hand
using one of the Allen wrenches IKEA throws in each box, and you have an idea how Repetitive Strain Injury feels. If you have one left from a previous project, IKEA or otherwise, consider snipping off the angled parts and sticking the long end of a drill. Now you can chain-mount a dozen funny name desks, drawers and other furniture with
nary a complaint, at least until the battery wears out. 9. Make your work surface cordless. IKEA doesn't have a cordless desk anywhere in their giant stores, but they do offer a $10 Signum under-desk attachment that makes elegantcordless workspaces—like those described by Adam and Gina-darn—easy. Gina mounted her under her
desk next to an extra wide, distributed power strip hung with some twisted wire. Both guides explain their de-cording process in detail. 8. Embed a leftover bowl in your counter top. Rachael Ray joins the time-saving and clean-making convenience junk bowl, a container you shoot all your leftovers, rind, small messes, and everything else
destined for trash or compost pile instead of driving over to it. If you agree, or tend to make a lot of salads or mixed dishes, embed a stainless steel bowl in your dishes or a butcher's cart can make a lot of sense. Easy to clean out, always available when and it is a smaller dish you need to clean out after a serious meal. It takes a lot of
toolwork, including router work, but it's perfect for butcher carts you sometimes see for sale at IKEA, Target, or any other big-box store. 7. Create seriously easy knife storage. If you're not the type who likes to show off and explain his knife collection, a simple saw cut into any non-permanent rack can save you a lot of counter or wall
space. One hacker thought it worked well on a $60 Bekvam cart, but if you weren't afraid to take a circular (or tape) looked to your disk space, and you didn't have long-limbed kids to worry about, make it for a nice quick-grab work surface in the kitchen. 6. Make a headphone stand from spare parts. This one is more of an inspiration than
a do-this-exact project. IKEA Hacker picks up a photo-filled forum post detailing how some spare parts from IKEA furniture-picked up for cheap in the store or snatched from furniture on the way to the curb—can be made a great place to stash your noise-cancelling headphones. The object-oriented parts from many IKEA kits can be added
to similar problem-solving uses, so it's often worth keeping them in stock until inspiration strikes. 5. Wall-mount a bike rack. Do you need to stash two bikes with minimum floor area use? A smart craftsman took $40 in pieces from IKEA's backup catalog—helpfully linked in IKEA Hacker mail—and some easily-obtained materials to create a
solid, economical rack for his two bikes. Not too hard, no welding is required, and you can cut and shape it to suit your particular residence. 4. Turn an IKEA door into a desk. When it comes to the point, your desktop doesn't have to be much more than a plate that keeps your work stuff that you can stand to watch. Taking a cue from the
college playbook, Jonas took a door from the Pax closet system and made it into his workspace. The door itself wasn't that wide, so he took two lacquer racks (the weird, weird names) and created a DIY desk he could be proud of. It's just a few screws and some time between you and the same results, if you want it. 3. Assemble a
charging station for switchable. If you dig the idea of a box to contain all your power-hungry gadgets (as illustrated below), but don't energy leeching (or battery weakening) of having your gear plugged in all the time, Instructables takes IKEA box-modding to a higher level. It only costs a little bit more than the original, and leaves you with
double good feelings of DIY performance and environmental friendliness. 2. Make your own custom charging station. Many of IKEA's smaller storage containers and desktop organizers can be converted into gadget/laptop charging stations that eliminate the cord clutter and are often indistinguishable from the rest of your (potentially)
orderly desktop. For example, you can a $15 tray rails for slot machine for the compartmentalized to a one laptop-gripping charging station. If your equipment goes anywhere other than your desktop, a $3 plastic box conversion keeps your cables out of the way and your phones, MP3 players and other toys together. 1. The Helmer DIY
server rack. No, you probably won't need six quad-core processors and associated fans, RAM sticks, and motherboards for any project you're working on (or even dream of). But freelance 3D animator Janne is an inspiring reminder that paying serious cash for the box your computer just sits in isn't always necessary—especially when
devices like $40 Helmer make for such nice CPU homes. We'd love to hear about or (even better) see pictures of your own build-your-own furniture hack, whether they're pulling from the Swedish Yellow Giant or elsewhere. Share the links, pictures, or how-tos in the comments. Even though you have almost endless amounts of content,
you might want to spice things up in Terraria. Fortunately, it's easy to do, thanks to mods created by hard-working players in the community. But who are the best? You may be overwhelmed when searching for mods, as there are an astonishing number of them to choose from. Some give you more content in the form of new items, while
others have much-needed quality of life improvements. In this list we'll go through our top picks for the best mods in Terraria. As it stands, mods are only available on PC, and it's unclear if console or mobile versions will get mods at a later date. History shows that mod support on a console isn't unheard — just look at, for example, Fallout
4 and The Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim. At this time, there are no public plans for mods outside the PC ecosystem — but that may change over time. Console manufacturers have different rules when it comes to mods, making it tougher to implement them on platforms like Xbox One, PS4 or Nintendo Switch. It is also worth noting that some
mods can be stacked, depending on what they are. But some mods collide with each other, so you want to give them an attempt to see what happens. If you run into problems, terraria forums are a great place to get some troubleshooting help from the community. Many of the quality of life mothers are compatible with others, and when
combined, make for a more user-friendly version of the game — although some feel it cheats. With all told, let's get into the best Terraria mods. Recommended reading tModLoader Before actually jumping in using mods, you'll want to install tModLoader in the Steam version of Terraria. This allows you to make and use mods created by
the community. This free, open-source add-on lets you search for most mods available for the game, and it's pretty easy to use. Once you have installed it, you will find some mod options from within Terraria, which will allow you to browse many of the most popular mods. Do Do that players must all have tModLoader installed in order to
play with each other. Previously, tModLoader was an unofficial mod and needed to be downloaded and added to your Steam files in order to use it. But from the game's 1.4 update, Re-Logic has embraced it and made it an official piece of DLC for players to enjoy — all from within Steam. The add-on is continuously supported and updated
alongside the game, and because it is open source, anyone can contribute to it. Terraria Review Think of Terraria Review as an updated version of the main game. It doesn't fundamentally change the way you play or add some massive new add-ons, but it does contain a lot of less quality of life updates. Its features include a sleeping
mechanic – allowing you to fast forward time and regenerate health, changing season, a rolling mechanic (insert dark souls comparison here), a temperature system, and many balance improvements. We strongly recommend that you install this directly, if only for its useful objects such as wings, chainsaws and crossbows. The individual
changes may not seem like much, but the overall package is a huge improvement on an otherwise fantastic game. Magic Storage Denis Isaykin (Terraria forum) Convenience is key with many mods, and Magic Storage is a great example of what's done right. It allows you to connect multiple storage containers, with the ability to access
them all from one location – instead of having dozens of individual chests to go through. This is great for those who have lots of items (which are basically all, right?) and for those who are tired of dealing with the mess of countless containers. What's great is that you can use Magic Storage to filter and search for specific items, and you
can even upgrade it as you progress through the story. This is another mod that you should install right away. Calamity Mod Reddit With Calamity Mod you get what is essentially a huge expansion that focuses on endgame adventures, giving you access to new enemies, bosses, and modes to enjoy. Do you think Terraria is too easy?
Calamity Mod gives you more challenging modes that are sure to test your skills. You'll also find the new Rogue class, which emphasizes stealth – perfect for sneaking up on enemies undetected. In addition, Calamity includes new songs, recipes, and an interesting smoothing system that gives you five attributes that scale throughout your
playthrough. This mod is definitely for those who have already spent some time in Terraria, so make sure you jump in when you're ready because its bosses are no joke. Torium Healthy Talks Here is another mod that adds a laundry list of new items and features. Torium modd includes over 2000 new objects, 11 bosses, and a new
Aquatic Depths biome that sends you to the seabed to fight scary Enemies. Three new classes are as well, including the Bard, Thrower and Healer — all of which have useful features. For example, Healer is used to ensure that your teammates are always in full health, while Thrower leans into long-range combat. This mod is similar to
Calamity in that it adds lots of new managers, but they are not nearly as difficult, so maybe start with this one if you are a newer player. Recipe Browser This mod is undoubtedly something that should have been originally baked into the game, but still, The Recipe Browser offers a streamlined way to craft items. It tells you what ingredients
you need to create a specific object, as well as which enemies release certain materials. As the mod has evolved over time and received lots of support from its devs, it has added new features, like the ability to filter by name or tooltip, and even allows you to bookmark and search for specific items. Terraria is not an easy game by any
stretch, but this mod certainly makes it more digestible. Be sure to install this mod as soon as you can. Boss Checklist The Boss Checklist mod is one of the simpler ones, but it is practically necessary, especially if you plan to install a lot of other mods that pack in more bosses. What it does is give you a list of the bosses in the game and
allow you to check them off so you can easily keep track of who you've defeated. Gamers love checklists, and what better way to track your boss battles than to tick off the ones you've taken out? Awesome thing about this mod is that it supports most of the great mods you are likely to download — which is perfect because a lot of them
add many new managers. N Terraria While Terraria contains some RPG elements, wouldn't it be great if it played like a full-blown RPG? N Terraria mod allows you to do just that, stripping away a lot of the emphasis on exploring and instead leaning into character progression. You can smooth out your character and use the XP system to
sharpen so you can take out your enemies much easier. You'll find main missions, side quests, and biomes that include a recommended level range — plus pretty much everything you'd expect to see in rpg numbers like classes, NPCs, races, and items to collect. If you are one of having direction and intimidated by the main game, N
Terraria may be for you. Fargo's Mutant Mod Are you short on time or struggling with a certain boss in Terraria? Then you might want to try Fargo's Mutant Mod. Its main purpose is to help you overcome tough battles by adding new NPCs that sell you very useful items that you would otherwise need to acquire on your own. These NPCs
sell items that spawn managers of all types (even the rare ones), as well as the ability to upgrade your weapons to deal with throwing damage. Some players love to grind and serve everything themselves, while others prefer Jump straight into the You can do both, thanks to the wonders of modding. Veinminer We have a more Terraria
mod for you, and it is one that you should absolutely investigate. Veinminer mod will save lots of time by making mining more efficient. Instead of breaking individual blocks of ore, gemstones, or pieces, it allows you to collect entire veins (hence the name) at once. No more need to click around like crazy while gathering resources. Some
people think it's a little overpowered, but really, who has time to break individual pieces these days? Even better is that it is compatible with most popular mods and also contains special configuration settings that allow you to mine literally everything. Editor recommendations Recommendations
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